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Sales Success Rate Hits 2yr High   
The national auction clearance rate achieved a two-
year high of 76.6% last weekend based on CoreLogic 
figures, providing evidence of further strengthening 
of house prices.
This was well above the previous week’s final 
clearance figure of 67.8%, despite the total number 
of scheduled auctions rising to 1,221 from 1,111 a 
week ago.
Leading the pack was Sydney, with a clearance 
figure of 81.7% from 444 auctions, up from a final 
76.2% the previous week, while Melbourne returned 
78.3% from 588 auctions, up from a final 72.3%. The 
smaller markets – Canberra, Perth and Adelaide – 
also performed strongly returning clearance rates of 
81.8%, 71.4% and 70.4% respectively.
CoreLogic’s daily index shows house prices are set 
to rise moderately again in August, building on the 
small gains recorded by Sydney and Melbourne over 
the past two months. Domain, which recorded a 73.4% 
national clearance figure, reported the top result was 
the sale of a Toorak home for $7.05 million.

High Prices Expected In Spring
House hunters with plans to take action this Spring 
will need to be fast and decisive or be prepared to 
expand their budgets. Fewer home-owners are listing 
their properties for sale, but there are rising numbers 
of prospective buyers.
This higher-demand lower-supply dynamic will put 
pressure on buyers to offer higher prices or more 
generous purchasing terms. It’s a big change from the 
conditions of the past two years when listing numbers 
were up and buyer demand was down. Buyers have 
been coming back into the market since the Federal 
Election, interest rate cuts and relaxed lending criteria.
SQM Research director Louis Christopher says the 
issue for those seeking a home is that the recent 
uplift in buyer confidence was not being matched by 
improved sentiment among sellers.
“Spring is usually the busiest time of the year for 
listings and this year’s Spring selling season will be a 
real test for the market,” he says. “There will be more 
sellers than in Winter but it doesn’t look like there will 
be as many as in previous years.” 
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“Spring is usually the busiest time of the year for listings and this year’s Spring 
selling season will be a real test for the market. There will be more sellers than 
in Winter but it doesn’t look like there will be as many as in previous years.” 

SQM Research director Louis Christopher



Consumers See Good Time To Buy
Home seekers are feeling more optimistic about 
the housing market. A new study shows property 
seekers are eyeing the coming Spring with renewed 
hope of bagging their dream home.

More than half of respondents believe it’s a good 
time to get into the market, according to Westpac’s 
latest Housing Sentiment Survey. 

Homeowners with plans to upsize to a larger home 
are feeling particularly optimistic, with nearly three-
quarters of those surveyed believing it was a good 
time to purchase their next home. There was a 125% 
increase nationally in home-owners who feel current 
conditions are more favourable for up-sizers than a 
year ago.

According to the survey, most Sydneysiders believe 
there is an opportunity to capitalise on lower prices 
before the market returns to boom conditions.

Westpac general manager home ownership Will 
Ranken says renewed confidence is coming from a 
number of sources. “Easing house prices in major 
cities like Sydney and record low interest rates have 
created a positive market for buyers,” he says.

Govt Blamed For High Housing Costs 
Taxes and red tape imposed by all levels of 
government account for up to half the cost of a new 
house-and-land package, according to research by 
the Centre for International Economics. The research 
commissioned by the Housing Industry Association 
found that 10% of all government revenue is raised 
from taxes on housing.
The HIA says the cost is as high as 50% of a house-
and-land package in Sydney, 37% in Melbourne, and 
around 33% in Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide.
“It is unacceptable that the red tape and tax incurred 
in the construction of a ‘house and land’ package as 
a percentage of the purchase price is 50% in Sydney 
and 37% in Melbourne,” Federal Housing Minister 
Michael Sukkar says. “It is also unacceptable that 
the supply of new housing is so badly constrained 
by state and territory planning and regulatory 
bottlenecks.”
HIA executive director NSW David Bare says tax 
imposts have constrained housing supply and 
driven escalating house prices over recent decades. 
“Housing is one of the most heavily taxed sectors 
alongside the ‘vice taxes’ applied to cigarettes and 
alcohol,” he says.

Borrowers Win In Landmark Case
Westpac has had a win over ASIC in the Federal Court, which experts 
believe will prompt borrowers to celebrate.

The Federal Court dismissed allegations made by the corporate 
regulator ASIC that Westpac breached responsible lending obligations 
in issuing home loans more than a quarter of a million times through 
the use of the Household Expenditure Measure (HEM) benchmark.

Justice Nye Perram found a bank could never fully assess a borrower’s 
expenses because a borrower had the power to change some of their 
expenses after taking on a loan so that they could make payments.

Speaking of the judgement, associate professor Mark Humphery-Jenner from UNSW Business School says ASIC 
should be cautious about being too litigious.

“This is a landmark case for responsible lending, and no doubt many prospective borrowers will be raising a 
glass of shiraz to the judgement,” he says. “Many people spend more than they need to because they can. When 
they have to budget, they can reduce expenditure. In short, the decision was eminently sensible.”


